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About This Game

Usurper is a sequel to Shrouded in Sanity, however, knowledge of the first game is not necessary, it is the second part of the
Skautfold game series.

Usurper is a Metroidvania Action-RPG. With Eldritch horrors having been unleashed by the outer-worldly Citadel, your job is
to rid London of its terrors. Use the new "Guard" system that rewards skillful play and accuracy, to uncover the massive

structure and defeat the nightmares lurking within.

Gameplay

Usurper's battle system is built around "Guard"; a system that allows the player to charge through attacks and take risks,
rewarding accurate timing and risk assesment. Instead of immediately losing health when the player is hit, they will loose

"Guard points" (which function like a regeneration shield). When these run out, the player will take damage normally. However,
if the player accurately dodges through incoming attacks, they will turn a large portion of that attack damage into "Guard

points", which allows you to turn the tide of the fight, and gain the upper hand. This is a system that will allow anyone to get into
the game, yet still provide a high skill ceiling for those players looking for a challenge.

Players can also take advantage of a reflective shield; capable of turning most enemy projectiles into "friendly" ones, so you can
strike back with the enemy's own weapons. While this will not regenerate Guard, it will still negate attacks at a lesser Guard

cost.

With eight different stats to spec into (along with stat reallocation), countless varieties of character builds are possible. Usurper
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also features over 90 different weapons and spells; from swords, spears, axes, great swords, sycthes, whips, katanas, rapiers,
daggers, bows, guns, rifles, canons, spells and summons.

If you're looking for even more content, then there are innumerable secrets, additional areas and optional bosses to discover. Or
perhaps you'd rather set your own difficulty by activating special conditions such as; no-guard mode, 1 HP mode, perma-death,

or a built-in speedrunning mode.

However you choose to play, The Citadel is a massive and versatile interconnected world. There are countless shortcuts to
uncover, and a variety of diverse areas; from human towns to alien landscapes, grand libraries to ethereal gardens, and from an

Eldritch engine to a crashed spaceship.

Story

Usurper takes place in an alternative timeline of 1898 in London. The outer worldly Citadel has landed in the city causing
massive panic and releasing the maddening Fog. Recently re-crowned Empress Eleanor has assembled the royal forces and her
four most loyal Knights to enter the Citadel - in the hopes of learning more, and hopefully finding a way to rid London of this

terror. Meanwhile, Waltham, the leader of the Veimar, uses his own forces to ascend the Citadel and challenge the Navigator for
his own...purposes...
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Overall 5\/5

You don't just want this DLC. You NEED it. You have to have it. You gotta have it. You MUST own it. It's THAT good.

THIS IS THE GREATEST DLC WEAPONS PACK EVER CONCEIVED BY ANYONE EVER. These weapons are fun,
unique, novel, BEAUTIFULLY designed, and SHINEY. I found that I spent a lot of time just marveling at the beautiful textures
on the guns.

Multi-Chambered Zed Thrower 2\/5
A bit of a miss with this one. It is purely a gimmick gun at this point. It's quite weak, has very little ammo and
therefore not practical to use in the field at all. Though it's secondary fire is a knock back with infinite ammo. I can't
say the small back of pressurized air is particularly useful though.

Single Piston Longmusket 6\/5
This is my FAVORITE weapon on killing floor. I hated sharpshooter prior to this gun. This gun has the most satisfying
headshots out of any other gun. It's sights are a bit off, as the true center of the retical is actually in the middle of the
arrow, and not the tip of the arrow. This gun in the hands of a high level sharp shooter is DEVASTING. Imagine a
semi automatic lever action rifle that has a higher headshot damage modifier, and reloads from a cartridge instead of
individual bullets. Once trained to use it, you will feel completely broken.

Doctor T's Lead Delivery System 5\/5
This is my go to weapon on my level 6 comando. I sell my AK at the start to buy this gun. It has a clip of 50 on a level 6
comando, which lets you fire and never stop. It's got amazing headshot capabilities much like the bullpup, and good
range as well. It has the combined long ranged headshot abilities of a bullpup but the shotgun ability of an AK-47 all
wrapped up into one neat little gun.

Orca Bomb Propeller 5\/5
Every demo needs to have the capability of choosing this weapon. The grenades on this grenade launcher BOUNCE.
Which means you can do trick shots. On narrow cornered maps you can bounce of walls to hit your targets. Hit your
targets behind walls, over cover, down and around cornered stairs, you name it. This weapon is not suitable for every
map, but on tight maps, you'll wish you had this gun. Every demo knows that tight maps are suicide for a demo, but a
skilled orca user can use demo on any map.. why is everything on the offbeat, like HALF THE THINGS, ARE ON
HALF BEATS, GTFO. 2007's graphic is still better than many games in 2017. Meh. This game is alright
 But I will only reccommend this when they release a creative mode. Deus Ex is best described as a stealth\/shooter\/rpg
hybrid with a futuristic conspiracy theme.

Deus Ex gives the player some tools and some goals, but otherwise lets them tackle each location in the game however
they want. Avoid or disable organic and robotic guards and all kinds of security systems, get helpfull information from
npcs and computers, consume some soyfood and perform a silent takedown. While the game can be played like a
traditional shooter, going in guns blazing, the stealthy and non-lethal approaches are much more rewarding.
Depending on the players approach, some parts of the story play out differently.

Even though it's graphics are a bit dated by todays standards, Deus Ex provides a top notch experience.. I didnt get my
first hokage and and 3rd hokage skin. Pros:
Music and visuals complement eachother nicely.
Great tracks and pulsating animations ads flavor.
When your combos are on a roll the envirorment goes trough several stages of color palettes making your skill
progression more satisfying.
The game does a great job at teaching you how to play by trial and error, all levels have multiple checkpoints.
Gameplay is innovative and progressing in complexity trough the game. Every level feels unique. Boss battles are nice
and ads new elements.
Has bonus levels after completion and an additional difficoult level.
There's an ingame lobby where you can listen to the music.
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The cutscenes are gorgeous!!

Cons:
The skill pacing is challenging, practise makes perfect. (this could be concidered a pro)
Character movement feels slightly slow or delayed at times.
The laser-beam is unforgiving, almost always killing you in one blow, personally for me breaking some of the
immersion.
Wish the game had an endless mode to get more of that rythm vibe, it feels abit short.

Side notes:
Recommend using a controller
Spent ca 4 hours on the storyline

Mesmerizing experience,definitely recommend this game!. It's sucks.
It just a flight plan that you can do in free flight much better.
Take off here and land there just it not like other missions have a story or something that separate missions from free
flight.
Don't waste your money you can buy better things with this money.
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horible driving model,driving this loco on keyboard is like driving your car and steering with your legs. definitely not worth 14e
=> refund. A beautiful concept that combines simplicity with musical artistry. Just not for me.

Pros:

Short Length

Atmosphere and Pixel Art

Stellar Sountrack that works perfectly with the game design.

One of the best ports of an IOS game I have ever seen.

I appreciate the writing and meta humour.

Cons (or Meh Points):

I had to look up the controls in an online guide. A help or button map screen at the start would have fixed this.

It's the port of an IOS game, so not everything translates to PC flawlessly. Ex. I did not like the hold and move in that
direction. Would have preferred the option of arrow keys.

Combat is a little clunky. Took me awhile to figure out the Right-mouse button iniates combat.

It's narrative is bare-bones at the start and did not draw me in. The world is lovely, but I need a reason to go on this
quest.

I did not get far enough to see the lunar cycles sections but I never liked games that require you to change your computer
clock to get items or game features.

Summary:
A fantastic effort by a Canadian game developer and with stellar work from the composer. However, this game is just not for
me. Even if the presentation and atmosphere draw me in, I need a reason to stay and have fun and I wanted more. Many people
will likely have fun afternoons with this game. Just not me and not right now.

Thanks for Reading.

Shining_Falcon

Similar Game Recommendations (On Steam):

FEZ - Another brilliant pixel art title.

Sound Shapes & Night Sky - Some other musical based 2D games with fantastic atmosphere.

LIMBO & Inside - The atmosphere and musical draw is comparable, but these 2 are in a league of their own.

. Any company that sells out on their community is a game that I am forced to recommend against. Expect this game to slowly
be integrated into the Epic Game Store and for the steam workshop, groups, etc to be removed from the game. If you are ok
with eventually having to play this game using the Epic client then you will enjoy this as the game is pretty fun.. A fun little
casual puzzler. Good to pick up and play when you're in the mood for a quick game, or a mild brain teaser. It plays a little like a
pipe puzzle game. Gets more difficult later on, with more advanced enemies, and has a quirky story. It's a good buy, especially
if you can find it on sale.. I used to play these marble platformers a long time ago and I remeber them being incredibly hard to
beat. And this game is no exception; really fun and very beutiful
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BUT the game does need some work:

You cannot completely disable the sound
The menu buttons are sometimes non-responsive
The game is good-looking but is super blurry
When you fall, you clip through every object
The game takes WAY too long to reset each level for how difficult it is

The game really just needs a couple patches and some performance enchancements, over-looking the bad the game is quite
enjoyable(I also like the gamepad functionality). A game to be enjoyed with friends. While at face value you might be thinking
"Hey, what is this?" ..just give it a try with some buddies, it becomes very fun/addictive once you start slingin balls everywhere..
"Fantastic!!!"

But I like it so far. Interesting story and setting, alot of reading however with pretty lackluster CGI. But come on, its a VN, they
aren't well know for great CGI and combat scenes.
I consider it worth it, but then again I have to much free time on my hands...so take it as you wish.. I was quite surprised and
emotional to see this old classic on Steam. I have played it many years ago. So of ocurse this was a must get for me.

The storyline is fun, graphics are decent, considered the age of the game. I am happy with it, Oh, and it also works out of the
box with Steam Play!

This will cause me probably spending several hours in game during the next days.
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